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Our framework - RIVER

• An open-source framework for fuzz testing guided by AI algorithms

• Works at binary level: x86, x64, ARM32, ARM64.

• Cross-platform: Windows, Linux, MacOS.

• Available at https://river.cs.unibuc.ro / https://github.com/AGAPIA/river

https://river.cs.unibuc.ro/
https://github.com/AGAPIA/river




Concolic execution for binaries



test_simple(“good”)

test_simple(“bad!”) - abort

An execution tree for obtaining the abort instruction 
(0 on edge means branch not taken, 1 means taken) 

Above, the branch causing problems is found last. Can we optimize this? 

Example

… … …



• Empirical observation: in concolic (and symbolic) execution, most of the execution 
time (>60-70%) is spent on the SMT evaluation of branch conditions

• Speed-up improvement: reduce the number of explored branches by choosing 
earlier the branches that could lead to a problematic state

• Optimisation idea: 

• assign scores to the decisions to take (i.e., which branch input to reverse)

• prioritize the most relevant decisions and inputs, based on the scores.

• Our key contribution: use Reinforcement Learning (RL) to implement the above

Optimization



If we assign scores A, B, and C, such that  

A > B > C 

Then the firstly explored branch will be A to P1 
so we move “faster” towards the target state

Assigning scores to decision branches



A RL solution for optimizing concolic execution

• We want to know in a state, i.e., an execution path constraint, which is the 
best decision (action) to take, i.e., which branch to inverse, to get higher 
rewards (e.g., new basic blocks, or whatever your testing target is)

• Can we estimate the value of an action?

• In RL terminology, estimate the State-Action value:     Q (state, action)



• The environment in our case is the program under test itself.

• When we submit a series of inputs I1, I2,….., IN, we preserve the state of 
the environment (i.e., we reset everything between generation of inputs 
to have determinism).

• This setup is known as contextual bandits in Reinforcement Learning, 
because:
• Consecutive actions do not affect the state of the environment
• It has a state at each point (i.e., it is contextual) 

Our RL setup



• We estimate Q (state, action) in the environment (program under test), where:
• state = (Embedding(basic blocks found so far) + Embedding(a start path_constraint

found))
• action = numeric value between [0 … length(path_constraint)-1]
• reward = various functions (see next slides). E.g., the number of new basic blocks 

detected by taking an action in state

• We choose an episodic environment with online batches updating the model.

• Mathematically, we try to learn the value of actions in given states of the testing 
process, relative to testing goals.

Our RL setup



RL network 
architecture



• Get a set of online gathered experiences,
{ (State, Action, Reward) }, 

where Reward is obtained by the 
user’s reward formula 
(with the testing objectives in mind)

• Loss function is MSE (mean square error) 
between Reward and the estimated values of 
Q (State, Action)

• Do backpropagation at runtime to optimize
the network’s output towards the real values 

RL training approach 



Target: Increase code coverage in the shortest time possible.

This could be used in continuously developed software (CI/CD) when engineers submit 
source code and ideally immediate feedback should be received.

E1 and E2 parameters control the tradeoff between promoting the new number of 
basic blocks found in a new state resulting by applying an action and level of 
parallelism (applying an action at the top of the path constraint gives more 
parallelism opportunity later).

Example of a reward function - 1



Target: Increase code coverage in coldspots, i.e., a collection of basic blocks that are 
known as very susceptible to issues. 

The reward function weights the importance of each newly discovered block by how 
often issues appeared at a given module and range of addresses in it.

where Stats is a dictionary with scores for each block address range that caused issues 
in the past:

Example of a reward function - 2



Target: Increase path size and/or execution time. 

There are two possible interesting cases here: 
(a) if the path is feasible, i.e., the next state Snext can be reached, the function 

weights between the lengths of the paths and the time needed to trace the 
application and get that path. 

(b) Otherwise, a user-defined parameter PnotSatisfiable is applied to penalize the 
network for choosing actions that lead to unsatisfiable states.

Example of a reward function - 3



Evaluation RQ1
Research Question 1: Is the estimation function efficient? Is our method faster in 
obtaining a certain level of code coverage in comparison with the version without 
reinforcement learning?  

We let both methods running until they reached 100 different basic blocks on both 
HTTP and JSON parser programs.



Research Question 2: Is the same model efficient between small source code changes? 

To evaluate this, we considered three different consecutive code commits (with small 
code fixed, between 10-50 lines modified) on both applications and averaged the time 
needed to reach again 100 different basic blocks.

The RiverConcolicRL method was trained on the base code, then the evaluation was 
done using the binary application built at the next code committed into the 
application’s repository.

Evaluation RQ2



Research Question 3: How fast can the model adapt to bigger code changes? 

In this case, we considered the application under test between two random versions 
on the repository, but this time with significant code changes (one-year difference 
between them). 

Online learning was used in this case by reloading the model weights trained on the 
base version for the same initial training time of 24h, then training it further with the 
binary application built at the second version for another 1h.

Evaluation RQ3



Model training:
• Training takes time and resources.                                                   
• Previously shown results were trained for an initial time of 24h on a 

strong GPU Nvidia 2080 Ti.

Model calibration:
• Model hyperparameters might need to be calibrated depending on 

the application under test.     
• We will investigate if clustering approaches and parameters could be 

more generic

Some current drawbacks



Future work

RL techniques for concolic execution look promising!

• Try different RL algorithms

• Adapt to other types of problems and applications (e.g., IoT, cloud)

• Extend to stand-alone software that retains its state between inputs



Thank you!



Code snippets




